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80mm F4N - Ebgy

(Photo. q ). 2.Press down on the magnification selector button 0, rotate the magnifi- cation selector ring locksat the proper position automatically. *When aligning ... 
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80mm F4N



English



Instructions



How to Use the Lens (1) Using the lens alone 1. When you are using the lens alone without the Auto Macro Spacer and when taking photographs up to l/2 size magnification, set the distance scale @ to infinity (00). (Photo. q ) 2.Press down on the magnification selector button 0, rotate the magnification selector ring locksat the proper position automatically. *When aligning the N mark with the red line, always make sure that you have set the distance scale to infinity (00) first. Otherwise you may not be able to lock the magnification selector ring at the proper position. 3. Focus through the finder as you do normally. 4.The image magnification is indicatedonthefocusing ring right in front of distance scale. For example, 40 is an abbreviation of l/40. (Photo. q )



I-



(2) Macro photography from l/2 life-size to life-size magnifkatioii - Attach the optional Auto Macro Spacer between the camera and the lens. (Refer to the following section for details on how to attach it.) 1. Set the lens distance scale @ to infinity (-). (Photo. m ) 2.Press down on the magnification selector button 0, rotate the magnification selector ring 0, and align the green alignment line at the rear of the selector button with the S mark (green). Then the magnification selector ring locks at the proper position automatically. *When aligning the alignment line with the S mark, always make sure that you have set the distance scale to infinity (-) first. otherwise you may not be able to lock the magnification selector ring at the proper position. 3. Focus through the finder as you do normally. *Do not use the selector ring to adjust the focus. if you do not notice that the ring has been rotated while you are pushing down on the selector button, the position of the S mark which you have already set may be thrown out of alignment. 4.The image magnification is indicated at the front end of the magnification selector ring. Magnification units from 2 life-size to life-size are marked. For example, 2 is an abbreviation of l/2. (Phot0.m )



Close-up



Table:when



Magnification l/40 l/20 l/12.5 l/10



l/8 l/7



l/6 l/5 l/4 l/3 l/2.5 l/2



using the lens alone



Lens-to subject distance 336.0cm 165.6cm 1 103.5cm 83.1 cm 66.7cm 58.6cm 50.7cm 42.4cm 34.4cm 26.3cm 22.3cm 18.3cm l



If exposure is measured tion is unnecessary.



Ex osurecom enArea to be e3vered 1 sa r ion vatue tdi!ep) 166.0 X 224.0cm 0 83.0X 1 12.0cm 0 / 51.9X70.0cm 1 0 I 41.5X56.0cm 0 33.2 X 44.8cm 0 29.1 X 39.2cm 0.5 24.9X33.6cm 0.5 20.8 X 28.0cm 0.5 16.6 X 22.4cm 0.5 12.5X16.8cm 0.5 10.5 X 14.1 cm 1 .o 8.3X 1 1.2cm 1 .o



by the AE Prism



Finder,



exposure



compensa-



Attaching



the Auto Macro Spacer



1. Rotate the aperture ring and set it to the widest aperture (f/4). (Photo. 0) 2. Grip the knurled ring@of the Macro Spacer in one hand and rotate the coupler ring @with the other hand. Align the red line on the aperture ring coupler@with thealignment line@ as shown in the photograph. (Phot0.m ) 3. When the macro Spacer and the lens are fitted after aligning the alignment dot @of the lens with the alignment dot @ of the macro spacer, the couplers of the macro Spacer and the lens will also be see simultaneously. (The role of this coupler is to interlock with the exposure meter when the AE prism finder isemployed, when the AE prism finder is not employed, connecting the coupler is not necessary.) 4.when the Macro Spacer and the lens have been aligned and fitted, rotate the lens clockwise until it stops. when the lens is rotated up to the stop position, the lens release button @I pops out to lock it. Caution When rotating the lens, always grip either side of the knurled ring @of the Macro spacer. Should the coupler ring @also begripped simultaneously, the lens cannot be rotated. (Photo. m )



Removing



the Macro spacer



1. When removing the lens, initially remove the MacroSpacerfrom the camera body combined with the lens. To remove the Macro Spacer, rotate it counterclockwise until it stops, while depressing the release button @ on the camera body. (Photo. q )



Close-up



Table:when



Magnification



l/2 l/l .7 l/1.5 1/1.25 l/l .l l/l



using with Auto Macro Spacer



Lans-to subject distance 18.1 cm 15.7cm 14.1 cm 12.1 cm 1 1 .Ocm 10.1 cm



I



Area to be covered 8.3X 1 1.2cm 6.9X9.3cm 5.9 X 8.0cm 5.2 X 7.0cm 4.6X6.2cm 4.2 X 5.6cm



How to Read the Close-Up Photography



Ex osurecom ensa Fion value ( sptep) 1 .o 1 .o 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0



Table



1 .The distances shown in the close-up photography table indicate the distance from the front edge of the lens barrel to the subject. 2.The exposure compensation values are indicated by the numbers corresponding to the steps in the shutter speed or aperture calibrations. When the lens is extended for close-up photography, and the distance between the lens and the film plane increases beyond normal, the image brightness on the film plane decreases, requiring an increase in exposure. When metering with a handheld exposure meter, adjust the exposure by referring to the exposure compensation values in the close-up photography table. The exposure compensation is not necessary when using through-the-lens metering with the AE Prism Finder.



Special Features



Name of Parts



-



The Macro C 80mm f/4N lens is designed to provide a high resolving power not only in ordinary picture taking but particularly in close-up photograph and copying. You can focus up to l/2 life-size with this lens without using an accessory. By applying the optional Auto Macro Spacer which is especially designed for this Macro C 80mm f/4N lens, however, you can go up to life-size from l/2 life-size magnification. The Macro Spacer is coupled to the automatic diaphragm mechanism so that you can take pictures in exactly the same way as you would with a standard lens. This lens contains a built-in floating system which is designed to automatically compensate for increasing typical aberrations with close focusing distances to obtain sharp resolution down to the edges of the pictures. In this floating system, a portion of lens elements moves back and forth in accordance with the photographing distance to obtain the optimum lens performance. Although this lens does not feature a hood, it provides a sufficient hood effect. Nevertheless, if it isabsolutely necessary to use a hood, you can use one which is designed for 80mm f/ 1.9N lenses (67mm cascrew-in type).



Lens @ Filter mounting ring @ Magnification selector button @ Magnification selector ring @I Distance scale @ Aperture ring @ Alignment dot for lens mounting @ Exposure meter coupler



Auto Macro Spacer (option) @ @ @ @I @ @ @ @ @



Lens release button Knurled ring Coupler ring Diaphragm actuating lever Aperture ring coupler Diaphragm actuating pin Alignment red lineforcamera body Alignment dot for lens Alignment red lines for coupler



/ Specifications



/



Focal length : 80mm Lens construction:6 elements in 4 groups Angle of view : 47” Aperture range: f/4 to f/22 Filter size : 67mm dia. screw-in Lens hood : Not required : 2-15/l 6 in. (75mm) Length : 20.6 oz. (5859) Weight



Mamiya
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Untitled - Ebgy 

110mm and 150mrn lenses), match a green dot on the ring with the Alignment Dot (26). The white and green dot positions have click-stops. For a convenience in ...
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Untitled - Ebgy 

Super Slide Mask to deterring the exact for That. 1, Rhow the firer frt the camera, place the Super Slide Mask on the focusing screen and replace the finder.
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Manuel Durst M301 - Ebgy 

BoÃ®te a lumiÃ¨re. 2.3.6. Porte-nÃ©gatif. 2.0.0. Montage. 6.0.0. Le SystÃ¨me Couleur Durst. 6.1.0. TÃªte couleur Durst CLS 35. 6.2.0. Transformateur pour tÃªte couleur.
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Untitled - Ebgy 

lurge its runge pf utilization and make its coperation simply gutomatic, the FLEWARET ... following stop numbers : 3.5 = 4 = 5.6 = B = 11 â€“ 16 = 22. These stop ...
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Untitled - Ebgy 

For counting the exposures made on a 35-mm cine film the camera ... The auxiliary counter must always be set by hand to the respective ten, the total number ..... After having exposed the last shot distinct resistance will be felt when turning the ..
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Untitled - Ebgy 

For correct transfer of colours on to orthe-material. For photographing landscapes, Inow and clouds. G. 3 yellow-dark. (orange). For photographing hery horizons ...
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135 Film Holder - Ebgy 

without vignetting. Detaching the film insert. 1. Open the back cover of the holder. Press the back cover button (B) whilst lowering the back cover lock release.
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FLEXARET AUTOMAT VIIa - Ebgy 

The picture shows the masks and inserts required to accomplish the multiformating. The upper mask is the 6x4.5 mask. This mask goes into the film chamber ...
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FLEXARET Va - Ebgy 

so that the film wind knob release button when pushed will cause the spool to rotate) required to accommodate 35mm film. The insert goes into the film chamber.
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Manuel Durst M700 - Ebgy 

inside of the light bulb may accumulate ... Fully push the negative carrier -- Without the DANOLI cold cathode light source .... sensitive to all colours and would be.
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mecablitz 45 cl-4 - Ebgy 

Optimal adaptation to your camera is achieved by using an SCA adapter. ... battery charge ... Convenient calculator dial for all settings. ..... Weight: Flashgun without power sources: approx. 680 g. Table 1: Guide numbers at maximum light ...
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4 Lens j - Ebgy 

Features. This soft focus lens is of the highest quality and uses a unique mechamsm for controlling the degree of softness and focusing. Designed especially to ...Missing:
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flexaret automat vi - Ebgy 

The 35mm film goes under the shiny small rollers and over the small brown rollers on the frame spacing control roller. This is how the camera knows that the ...
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AE (Automatic Exposure) Prism Finder PD Prism Finder S - Ebgy 

rect, upright image in the screen, along with selected shutter speed and over-/under- exposure warning. Manual compensation for correct exposure in ...
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645 Pro - Close-up Table for Extension Tubes - Ebgy 

Area covered. (in.) Min. Max. From To. From. To. No. 1. 0.15 0.30 23.1 12.2 11.1 x 15.0 5.5 x 7.4. No. 2. 0.29 0.45 12.4 8.7 5.6 x 7.5. 3.7 x 5.0. No. 3-S. 0.44 0.60 ...
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